
Response received from William Stevenson 

1. Before seeking this office, what have you done to support grassroots democracy?  
2. Before seeking this office, what have you done to support choice in education? 

For the first question, I have been participating at the local level for more than 25 years. More 
importantly being part of my CA or EDA and even on the provincial boards, demanding our 
elected officials listen and then push up the chain our local issues rather than decisions being 
disseminated from upon high in the party down to local levels. Being the CFO for several federal 
EDAs I have been an automatic person to sit on nomination committees. Often being the 
person needing to communicate with the party about what our EDA wanted with respect to 
timing and structure of our local nomination. I can't say I was always successful but I recognize 
the struggle we must always strive for to make our local voices heard. That being said I have 
been far more sympathetic to the local voice over the party directions.  

For the second question the short answer is nothing. I live rural and my kids had very little 
choice. There is only one school in our closet town. The only option would be driving 25 
minutes to a larger center or Kionia near olds in the other direction. Or of course home school. 
My wife and I chose to make our kids ride the bus to the local school not for socialization rather 
than the top education choice. Now my children may have suffered for it since they didn't have 
the options in junior and senior high that I did in Airdrie. Because of that I believe where there 
is demand parents should have the choice on education for their children. When I grew up in 
Airdrie we did have the choice of the Catholic or public system. Today there are far more 
options and I believe the children and society as a whole are better for it.  

William Stevenson, CPA 

 


